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                        Considering Global Advisory

HaystackID Global Advisory features specialized industry experts and teams organized into practices and optimized to help you purposely plan, assess, report, and manage complex and critical tasks, projects, and programs. Global Advisory supports business-critical and risk-significant requirements and opportunities by providing dedicated practices in cyber discovery and incident response, privacy and compliance, information governance (enterprise risk management), and enterprise managed solutions. Complemented by HaystackID Discovery Intelligence and HaystackID Core, HaystackID Global Advisory provides expert advisory for next-generation discovery.
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                        Considering Discovery Intelligence

HaystackID Discovery Intelligence transforms how cybersecurity, information governance, and eDiscovery professionals consider the practice and process of discovering electronically stored information. By synergistically harnessing the potential of artificial intelligence, the precision of data science, the power of machine learning, and the practicality of expertly trained and managed reviewers, HaystackID Discovery Intelligence delivers insight and intelligence that allows you to reach decision points faster and more economically than previously possible.
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                        The Discovery Management Platform for Discovery Intelligence

HaystackID Core, a discovery management platform for discovery intelligence, is a robust suite of software, platform, and infrastructure services combining HaystackID Discovery Intelligence with best-of-breed technology, security, and privacy platforms, processes, and protocols to deliver complete eDiscovery capabilities without upfront or additional investments in hardware, software, and support personnel.
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                        Considering Global Managed Review

HaystackID® Global Managed Review services powered by ReviewRight® offer the most comprehensive solutions for selecting, staffing, and supporting complex, high-velocity legal document reviews. ReviewRight is the company’s proprietary AI-enabled technology for analyzing, matching, managing, and supporting clients and reviewers during data and legal discovery document reviews, regardless of the time, language, or location.
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                        Find. Understand. Learn.

With an extensive portfolio of services customized for your specific needs, HaystackID can help you achieve quality outcomes at a fair and predictable price through the use of our Cyber Discovery services, Legal Discovery services, and Enterprise Solutions.
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                        Insights

Access white papers and case studies, browse articles and videos, find industry news and more.

Discover Insights
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                        Company Overview

HaystackID® is the trusted eDiscovery partner for corporations and law firms facing complex, data-intensive investigations and litigation.

Learn More
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							Welcome to HaystackID®

HaystackID is the trusted eDiscovery partner for corporations and law firms facing complex, data-intensive investigations and litigation.

Learn More

						

					

										
						
							HaystackID® Global Managed Review

The most comprehensive solutions for selecting, staffing, and supporting complex, high-velocity legal document reviews.

Learn More

						

					

										
						
							HaystackID® Global Advisory

Specialized industry experts and teams organized into practices and optimized to help you purposely plan, assess, report, and manage complex and critical tasks, projects, and programs.

Learn More

						

					

										
						
							HaystackID® Discovery Intelligence

Powering next-generation discovery by delivering insight and intelligence that allows you to reach decision points faster and more economically than previously possible.

Learn More

						

					

										
						
							HaystackID® Core

A robust suite of software, platform, and infrastructure services combining HaystackID Discovery Intelligence with best-of-breed technology to deliver complete eDiscovery capabilities.

Learn More

						

					

									

									

	







    
		
        
		
	
		
			A partner for the bigger picture.

We bring the full deck of discovery capabilities you’ll need today and tomorrow, along with the best, most relevant technology and processes to help you maximize your data intelligence.
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			Find, understand, and learn from data.

HaystackID mobilizes industry-leading computer forensics, eDiscovery, and attorney document review experts to help corporations and law firms find, understand and learn from data when facing complex, data-intensive investigations and litigation.
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			Be inspired.

We’re curious, innovative, insightful, and always in tune with industry trends and technologies. Anticipating your needs, so you don’t have to.
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				Elevating Our Industry Through Education and CLEs: #DataUnmasked ACEDS Expert Discussion with HaystackID’s Laura Danielson and Sarah Pons (April 18, 2024) 

			    
					Blog | April 8, 2024
				

				
					Don't miss HaystackID's Laura Daniels and Sarah Pons on ACEDS' #DataUnmasked on April 18, 2024. During this event, our leaders will share tips to secure highly-...				
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				HaystackID® Launches the M365 with HaystackID Suite to Maximize Microsoft 365® Investments

				
					News | March 26, 2024
				

				
					Improve your organization's productivity, collaboration, and security while optimizing your Microsoft 365 investment with the M365 with HaystackID Suite. ...				
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					2024 SOLID Midwest – Chicago

					
						Events | April 11, 2024
					

					
						HaystackID is a proud supporter of SOLID (Summit On Legal Innovation and Disruption) events and looks forward to sponsoring and presenting at SOLID on April 11,...					
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			Supporting legal departments and law firms throughout the world.

Serving more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law firms from North American and European locations, HaystackID’s combination of expertise and executional excellence coupled with a culture of white glove customer service make it the alternative legal services provider that is big enough to matter but small enough to care.
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Worldwide Reach. Local Expert Touch.

North America | Latin America | Western Europe | Middle East | Asia-Pacific


 800.267.9695 |  [email protected] |  Submit RFP
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